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ABSTRAKT

Tato bakalářská práce porovnává prvních sto dnů prezidentů Roosevelta a Obamy v úřadě během ekonomické krize. V začátku porovnává ekonomické podmínky obou krizí a cesty obou prezidentů do funkce. Hlavním cílem práce je analýza a srovnání klíčových akcí, kterými se prezidenti pokusili zlepšit ekonomické podmínky. Popisuje a porovnává metody a charakteristiky vydaných zákonů, jakož i jejich pozitivní a negativní efekty na ekonomiku
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ABSTRACT

This bachelor thesis compares the first hundred days of presidents Roosevelt and Obama in the office during economic crisis. In the beginning it compares economic conditions of both times and the ways of both presidents to the office. Main object of the work is analysis and comparison of key procedures, by which presidents tried to improve the economic conditions. It describes and compares methods and features of issued bills, as well as their positive and negative impacts on economy.
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INTRODUCTION
The major goal of this bachelor thesis is to find similarities and differences between the most important characters of economic crises, the American Presidents Franklin Delano Roosevelt and Barack Obama. The first hundred days has become the measure of the successfullness of the new president in White House since the striking and ambitious New Deal plan of president Roosevelt in the 1930’s. After FDR, this measure has been applied by media and political experts to all American presidents to determine its fulfilled political plans, promises and accomplishments. Nevertheless this measure is not accurate. Even if the two financial crises bare some common elements, the overall situation differs a lot. Another goal of this bachelor thesis is to describe these economical conditions of both times in order to point out the differences and similarities which is done in the first part of work.

Another aim of the work is to compare the most important steps taken by presidents to improve economic situation in their first hundred days. This work proves that the First hundred days measure is misleading to define the successful presidency.

This work also concisely looks at the reasons why they were chosen by people to defeat the economic crisis. Because the legislative activity of both presidents in fields of economy was extensive, analysis of only most important programs serves as the main part of the thesis. It explains its principles and reasons and then it displays its impacts on national economy and on the other hand its undesired effects and criticism. Throughout the work the comparison of both sides is given in order to expose its common features and divergence. At the end of the thesis, the achievements and criticism of both president’s operations during their first hundred days is given.

---

1 ECONOMIC SITUATION IN 1933 AND 2009

1.1 The Great Depression

The Great Depression was a largest economic and social crisis in a US history with significant consequences. It originated in USA nevertheless spread to the world especially to Europe. The beginning of the Depression is often seen in Wall Street Crash of 1929 when stock market after a time prices were falling slowly had fallen rapidly. After the prosperous economy in 1929 it was a shock for people and government as well.

The administration of president Hoover had its big share on catastrophic consequences of the Depression. Hoover chose conservative way towards solving the depression. He believed that the crisis is beyond his or everyone else control. He also believed that government should not intervene to the national economy and in the people’s daily life. This was completely wrong and inadequate decision with regard to the extensiveness of the depression. Smoot-Hawley Tariff which was an act signed into law by Hoover in 1930 despite a petition of more than 1000 economists. It worsened the depression in a serious way. It raised U.S. tariffs to historically high levels. Its purpose was to protect American business and farmers which was a sign of nationalism. Unfortunately the effect was different and completely undesirable. There was a drastic decline in trade with foreign countries and world trade declined by some 66%. Because of that the Depression spread to the rest of the world. However if Hoover would listened to the advices from economists, the consequences of Depression could be a bit smaller because of preserved international trade. In three years, industrial construction had slumped from 949 million dollars to 74 million.

Nobody knew at the beginnings of the crisis how far it can go. When they asked economist John Maynard Keynes in 1932 if there was a similar depression in history he


answered “Yes, It was after the fall of the Roman Empire and it lasted 400 years.” It has started as a financial crisis but gradually spread to industry, agriculture and all other spheres of economy. This world-wide crisis had been said by many to be a crisis of democracy or capitalism itself. This idea would support rise of Nazism in Germany. The distributional system was fundamentally wrong. While people were starving, crops rotted in the fields. Unemployed people wore threadbare clothes, whereas farmers couldn’t market 13 million bales of cotton in 1932.

The US economy had experienced several crises before but none of them had such severe and tragic consequences as this one. Thousands of investors lost their money. People were trying to sell their stocks which were now priceless pieces of paper that nobody wanted to buy. They wanted to withdraw their money from banks, but many of banks invested their money to the stock market which was one of the reasons why banks started to bankrupt all over the USA.

The unemployment was one of the most serious problems of the Depression. More than 32,000 businesses went bankrupt. Other businesses cut down their employee wages and working hours and some of them had to release workers altogether. Unemployment was rising quickly. Every fourth American was without a job during the worst year of Depression in 1933. There were 13 million unemployed people. Wages for workers who kept their jobs fell almost 43% between 1929 and 1933.

Millions of people left their homes and took the roads in desperate search for a job throughout the whole nation. The most popular destination was California, where it was believed that there is a plenty of jobs for everyone on plantation, which was not true. This was particularly concerning farmers who were stroke most by the Depression. The farmers were badly affected by a drought and dust storms which damaged the crops. On the outskirts of the big cities homeless people were building shanty towns named after an incumbent president, Hoovervilles, which is a sign of not very successful presidency. These settlements were formed from shacks of

---

7 See Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal, 22.
boxes, scrap metal or cardboard. Most of the big cities had its Hooverville. The biggest one was in St.Louis.¹⁰

People lost confidence in banks, and hid their money in their houses. One of the reasons the depression had such a deep impacts on the human lives was the lack of cash in circulation. Even the people who were fortunate enough to keep their jobs couldn´t cash their paychecks. Throughout the USA, the imitations of money made from ordinary paper, skin or even plywood appeared.¹¹

The situation called for political changes. It called for someone who would totally rebuild the financial system and adopt a different attitude towards the government intervention to economy than Hoover´s office.

1.2 The Great Recession

Economy of the USA started to decrease in the late 2000’s. It has slowly become an economic downturn or recession. The economists argued that it has been the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression.¹² On September 2008 New York stock exchange had its deepest dip since terrorists attack from September 2001. The financial crisis in fact affected almost everyone in the world.

In the late 2006 mortgage market in United States shattered. This is said to be the initial cause of the consequent world-wide economic recession. The causes of problems on a mortgage market were primary the unpaid mortgages. The greedy loans providers could have a part of guilt on this situation. They issued high interest rates mortgages to the clients with bad credit history. The huge amount of unpaid and untimely ended mortgages led to failure of a many credit providers. American stocks were falling subsequently because of this. The largest publicly marketed French bank stopped the withdrawals from its investment funds because of crisis in mortgages market in US which caused the expansion

---

¹⁰ See Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal, 2,3.
of crisis to Europe. The Fed announced that to stop a global crisis it will use any possible means even those who hadn’t been applied since the great Depression.  

The financial crisis has lead to many banks and other financial institutions failures. 140 banks failed only during 2009. Crisis in banking industry gradually spread to other parts of economy. Automotive industry in US has experienced huge problems which led to bankruptcy and government bailouts.

One of the impacts of recession is unemployment. Unemployment rate was 7.6 percent in January 2009 which is over 11.6 unemployed people. During the crisis companies all around the world in all fields of businesses were releasing their employees. At the end of Bush’s administration more than 800 000 jobs were lost in a month.

The recession escalated in 2009, the year in which new president started to run his office. World gross product (WGP) fell by 2.2 per cent in 2009, the first actual contraction since the Second World War.

1.3 Comparison of economic crisis

Both crisis started in United States and subsequently spread to rest of the world. Both crisis emerged during the Republican Party administration. They started as a financial crisis but spread to other sectors of economy which lead to massive redundancy of employees. The fall on stock market is another common feature. During the Depression the fall was ultimate, today its gradual. On the other hand, the vastness of the Great Depression can’t be measured with today situation. For example the unemployment was much higher. In the peak of the Depression, 25% of the population was out of work. There wasn’t any social security programs such as food stamps are today. People were reliant completely only on

---


16 Barack Obama Youtube channel <http://www.youtube.com/barackobama>.


themselves. The number of failed banks during the Great Depression was counted in thousands while today there are still bank failures occurring but not in such a big scale. The Great Depression consequently led to the start of fascist regimes in Germany and Italy. This showed inability of European democratic parties to deal with the crisis consequences and collapse of Democracy instruments. The states were more isolated and there wasn’t any cooperation in solving the crisis which caused the collapse of democracy. Whereas in today globalized world similar situation should not happen because of worldwide cooperation between individual states and mutual help.

Irresponsible bankers caused the initial problem in both times. Both presidents have put the part of the blame for crisis on bankers and money changers. FDR put the blame on bankers and publicly accused them for starting the Depression. During his inaugural speech Roosevelt said “Practices of the unscrupulous money changers stand indicted in the court of public opinion, rejected by the hearts and minds of men”. The blame for today’s Recession is put also to the bankers by some. 19 Whereas Obama partly blamed the previous administration for “failed economic policies of the last eight years” 20 He also said that “Wall Street executives made imprudent and dangerous decisions during the years, seeking profits with too little regards for risk”21

---

21 http://www.internationalepolitik.de/ip/archiv/jahrgang-2009/februar2009/download/1ddf05f244b1e2f05f11ddb661816d2b52302c302c/original_american-recovery-and-reinvestment.pdf
2 WAY TO THE WHITE HOUSE

2.1 Roosevelt’s presidential campaign

The upcoming presidential election was about to change the future America. The front-runner democratic nominee was governor for the state of New York, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, fifth cousin of former President Theodore Roosevelt. This fact helped to his decision to follow his steps to the White House as FDR was a big fan of Ted. His political platform included repeal of prohibition, assistance for farmers, balanced budget and major cuts in federal public expenditures. These were later part of his New Deal program. His opponents in Democratic Party included Al Smith, former governor of New York and unsuccessful presidential candidate of 1928 election, and John Garner of Texas. FDR represented completely different self-confident politician than incumbent president and republican nominee Herbert Hoover. This fact guaranteed him almost certain victory. Hoover wasn’t popular at all. His public image was ruined. He made some fatal errors as launching tariffs limiting international trade and sending an army on the protesting World War I veterans. FDR was supposed to bring change in political thinking. He wanted to employ the federal government as much as possible to create new working opportunities to reduce the unemployment which was tremendous. All of this gave the election the results in advance. The Republican Party faced almost certain defeat.

Presidential elections of 1932 were rather different to the elections which we know today. There was no television and radio was in early stage of its life. Most of the people learned about candidates from newspapers. FDR understood and used the power of media adequately. He was the first president who was using a radio broadcasting to communicate with people during his campaign. It became popular and FDR later during his presidency developed it to the series of radio speeches known as the fireside chats. He also had press train car installed on his campaign train. All of these shows that he had a good relationship

22 See FDR: A Presidency revealed  
23 Badger J. Anthony, The New Deal: The Depression Years, (Chicago: Ivan R. Dee, Publisher, 2002), 58,59,60  
24 See Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal, 14,15,16.  
with media and reporters, consequently with the American public and that gave him the popularity which was a part of the success in election.26

Election results were not surprising. Roosevelt had beaten Hoover univocally with 22.8 million votes to Hoover's 15.7 million. It was a brilliant victory. Roosevelt won in more counties than a presidential candidate had won ever before. Roosevelt carried 42 states to Hoover's six. He had captured every state in south and west of Pennsylvania. „Safe for 1912, no republican candidate was defeated so badly.” 27,28 That was only a beginning on a long and difficult way to help America.

2.2 Obama’s campaign

Barack Hussein Obama announced the official presidential candidature in February 2007. In August he officially becomes a presidential nominee for Democratic Party. He was the first African American presidential candidate in history of US. As a democratic nominee he represented even more liberal and left-wing political attitudes than his party usually did. According to many he represented the embodiment of the generation change in American politics same as JFK in 1960 did.29 After his graduation on Harvard Law school he started to work as a community organizer in his hometown Chicago. Obama become a member of US Senate in 2004 after serving 7 years as an Illinois state senator.30

By the time he announced the candidacy, the American nation was tired of the overall conditions, impending financial crisis, wars in Iraq and Afghanistan which didn’t solved expecting changes and consequences of terrorists attacks from 9/11. This secured him the popularity among the Americans, because he wanted to solve these problems. His success in elections was promising. His chances were high also due to his undisputable personal

27 See Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal, 17.
29 Wilson, John K.. Barack Obama: This Improbable Quest. (Boulder: Paradigm Publishers, 2007) 11
charisma and rhetorical skills. This fact he would be a first African American president to run the office could also had increased his chances.

His campaign was built on many of promises. He often employed the words change and hope which are very strong attractive words which people react to. However sometimes it seemed he didn’t trust the people as much as to share his actual opinions and particular details with them. Yet the American public found him very popular. People seemed that the way he talks about politics is completely new.  

Obama didn’t catch the attention of the Democrats only. Certain respect towards him was held also by some Republicans. Conservative Republican Senator of Oklahoma Tom Coburn proclaimed that Obama has the ability and charisma, to become the leader of not solely Democratic Party but the whole United States.  

2.3 Comparison of both campaigns

Both presidents were gifted speakers and charismatic persons. They spoke to a nation confidently and with a deal of optimism. Their language is very clear and understandable to an average citizen. For example during the first Fireside chat FDR clearly explained the banking system and his Emergency Banking Act to the regular people who later regained their confidence in bank system.  

In the hard times of crisis they were trying to restore the people’s faith and encouraged the nation by giving them hope in a better future. The same initial euphoria among the people for someone who can actually change the view on politics linked both campaigns. Both presidents become very popular among the public. Obama’s campaign speeches were full of two simple but powerful words “change” and “hope”. That implemented the expectations and chances for the better future of the voters. He also employed the phrase “Yes we can” which gave the people power to believe in themselves. In his inaugural address FDR also uplifted the nation spirit by saying that the “only thing we need to fear is fear itself”. They wanted to prove that the American nation when it is united can overcome any kind of crisis.  

31 See Wilson, *Barack Obama*, 179.  
32 Ibid., 121.  
People believed that they are the right leaders who can lead their country out of a depression. After Hoover’s presidency the only possible candidate was Roosevelt. Obama had the same advantage, because people could have been dissatisfied with the Republican Party after Bush’s presidency. After all, Bush was according to the poll, least popular president in US modern history. Obama’s election victory was also based on his energetic campaign full of promises. His opposite candidate McCain wasn’t the choice for many voters who thought that he isn’t able to help the economy. His high age was also often discussed. If he would have been elected, he would be the oldest American president in history.

The vagueness of concrete recovery plans is another common feature. They didn’t present complete economic reform plan during their campaigns. Their legislative programs were developed during their presidency. According to W. Leuchtenburg, Roosevelt plan to recovery had little new to offer during his inaugural address.

Ability of both presidents to speak publicly was another stimulus for their campaigns. The art of public speaking is very powerful when it is mastered. The use of modern technology is another way which connects these two politicians. FDR was the first American president who used a radio broadcast to share his political plans, visions and to communicate with the entire nation in his Fireside chats. Obama extensively used internet services during his campaign to do the same such as blogs, social networks as Myspace and Twitter and Youtube video channels to share his speeches and messages with nation.

This kind of communication could give the voters feeling that their future president care about their needs and listen to their problems. In 2008 election it gave Obama the great advantage. Its advantage was the easy accessibility. They needn’t to travel to all the cities around USA to speak publicly but they could do it throughout the media.


36 See Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal, 41.

37 See Schlesinger, The Coming of the New Deal, 498, 499

3 CHARACTERISTICS

3.1 FDR’s characteristics

FDR came from a wealthy family. He was very self-confident and determined to get American nation out of Depression and back to prosperity. Among Americans he became the leader of the nation and a man who has faith in future. Most importantly he instilled his confidence in people’s mind during the hardest times.

He had the tremendous leadership skills. When solving the Bank crisis he brought together bankers and politician to the White House and told them to set aside their personal disputes and think of a plan that would solve the issue. He was inscrutable. “He had three or four different personalities”, described him Under Secretary of state William Phillips. He was very strong personality who heavily crippled by polio for most of his life still remained serene even though he was burdened with great responsibilities on his shoulders.

His knowledge of economy was surprisingly fragmentary. According to famous economist John Keynes who met president, he was not “more literate, economically speaking”. That was compensated by the large group of political and economical advisors called Brain Trust. It is obvious that a single politician couldn’t come up with so many bills and proposal by himself. These advisors were thus creating most of the reform legislation during his campaign and his first hundred days. The clever selection of economic experts was an important part of his initial presidency.

FDR endeavours the image of unity. He stressed rhetorically the unity of class and interdependence. For that reason he cooperated with republicans and independents.

3.2 Obama’s characteristics

His politics bears the elements of populism. He is speaking in a relative terms. When he announced his presidency he among other things said “Let us be the generation that

---

40 See Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal, 42.
41 See FDR: A Presidency Revealed
42 See Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal, 167.
43 Ibid., 168,169.
44 See Badger, The New Deal, 6.
reshapes our economy to compete in the digital age. Let’s be the generation that ends poverty in America. Let’s be the generation that finally frees America from the tyranny of oil.”

These are so complex issues and it seems he wanted to solve so many problems during his presidency. The problem is he didn’t present his future plans in a specific way. The profundity of his populism can’t be measured yet, but the time will show to what extent he was successful in achieving his promises.

According to the research from September 2009, 66% of people think, he’s willing to make hard decisions. This belief supports some of the Obama’s actions such as closing the Guantanamo Bay prison or his Health Care reform which is considered unacceptable by many of Americans. Same research states that 66% of respondents believe he’s a strong leader.

Obama is trying to employ the idea of nonpartisanship or bipartisanship if you will. During the campaign he frequently repeated his motto “there is not a liberal America and a conservative America - there is the United States of America”. He believed America can deal with the issue of economic crisis but the key thing is “to make sure that we keep politics to a minimum”. By that he meant the differences between him and Republicans. To achieve the unity between two sides, the other side must cooperate with you. Unfortunately for him, his attempts were often denied by republicans for example when proposing the Recovery Act only 3 republicans voted for it in a senate.

Obama and Biden even convened a bipartisan Consultative Group comprised of the leaders of both parties to take a united stand on foreign policy.

---
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3.3 Comparison

Common features of these two politicians are their leadership skills. They proved that they were able to make strong decisions in spite of frequent unpopularity from the sides of opposite Party or public. Another common feature was their great rhetorical skills and their self confidence and determination to help their country. In order to secure economic prosperity they both believed that they must put their political discords aside and cooperate with republicans or independents as one united nation. Therefore they went beyond party lines.

They both had the empathy for poor people coming from working class. Obama developed this quality when he was working as a community organizer in South Chicago helping the poor black people to gain job retraining. It also taught him leadership skills when organizing people. FDR came from aristocratic background, so he might not have this quality. His long-term fight against the polio taught him to sympathize with people in difficult life conditions. While staying in the Warm Springs in Georgia to heal his disease, he noticed the struggle for survival of local working class farmers and blacks and developed a form of sympathy for these people. This kind of quality put them in the position that they understood the difficult life of ordinary people and therefore could have adjust their politics to find a solution for their problems.

---
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4 ANALYSIS OF FDR FIRST 100 DAYS – THE NEW DEAL

First one hundred days of Franklin Delano Roosevelt was a period of political and social changes in America. Newly elected president faced the greatest economical Depression in the history. Some politicians and businessmen even argued that country could be saved only if the new leader will gain dictatorial powers. President Roosevelt achieved it even without these powers. During this period FDR’s administration launched many bills to fight the Depression and he managed to get his country out of the worst slump, but not on the whole.

These New Deal reforms weren’t completely elaborated. FDR was pushed by time and horrible consequences of the Depression. The New Deal was a chain of experiments and attempts how to solve the problems of economy. But as the old saying says: “desperate times calls for desperate measures”. There wasn’t any experience with similar procedures in history. Some of them worked more, some of them less. However the creativity and innovation of New Deal policies can’t be denied. The initial success of FDR was encouraging the nation and instilling hope into the minds of severely tested Americans. In contrast with the last president Hoover people respected Roosevelt and most importantly they trusted him. FDR gained a full support from the nation and Congress which agreed majority of proposed bills with no difficulties.

4.1 Emergency Banking Act

One of the first challenges of new elected president was crashed banking system. Day after his inauguration he took immediate action and declared a bank holiday. In day of Roosevelt’s inauguration, 38 states closed its banks by itself. In his first day in the office, he ordered to draft Emergency banking bill which was part of so called immediate relief. Five days later, Emergency Banking Act was signed into law by Congress after only 38 minutes of debate. It shows president’s art of political persuasion therefore the full support from the Congress. The main purpose of it was to give banks a time to reorganize and to
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open only financially strong and healthy banks and possibly provide a government loans to some of them.

All the banks in the country were inspected by bank inspectors, whose job was to consider the financial health of banks. However this was partly only a psychological trick on people to restore their confidence in banks. All the banks couldn’t be inspected in time and there wasn’t any measurement to determine whether to close the bank or reopen it. In California for instance most of the banks were in such a bad condition that they would all have to be closed which of course didn’t happen. The confidence in banks was so low, that most of the citizens kept and hid their money at their homes. Roosevelt assured the nation in his first fireside chat that they don’t need to worry about the safety of their money and its safer to keep their money in a bank. Roosevelt was so trustworthy among people that they believed him. After reopening several days later, deposit now exceeded withdrawals. Within a month 70 per cent of banks had reopened.

4.2 Economy Act
Not all of the New Deal legislations were successful and popular. One hour after signing Emergency Banking Act, Roosevelt proposed another economy program. It followed his campaign pledge to cut the federal budget deficit. He warned that, "for three years the federal government has been on the road toward bankruptcy." He wanted to cut government spending by cutting the veterans pensions, and salaries of federal employees. It should had save a budget 500 million dollars. There was lot of justified objections from other politics, even democrats. Despite that, FDR showed his political power and pushed the bill through the Congress. The Economy Act was enacted on March 20, 1933. It was largely backed up by Roosevelt’s Budget director, Lewis Douglas. Nonetheless the overall effect on the national economy was practically none. It didn’t accomplished its main goal to cut the deficit. Federal spending in other fields exceeded the cuts imposed by the Economy Act.
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4.3 Repeal of Prohibition

During its validity since 1919 prohibition was becoming unpopular in public. It created unwanted effect. Instead of reducing the consumption of alcohol in US, alcohol was even more popular. This law was abused by gangsters who distributed it illegally to the country. When American economy fell to depression, the repeal of Eighteenth Amendment was seen as crucial to provide a relief to economy. Recently elected president realized it and pushed into law the Volstead Act which legalized beer with 3.2% of alcoholic content. 67

When people could legally start drinking again after long years of dryness, it not only uplifted their spirits but briske up the ruined economy. American bars were now prospering. It helped to create new jobs in breweries, bars and restaurants, it contributed to the national treasury in taxes revenues. The social impact was even bigger. It eliminated the black market with alcohol responsible for blackmailing, murders and other criminal activities.

4.4 Civilian Conservation Corps

During his acceptance speech Roosevelt mentioned a reforestation program which would employ young men. This was the beginning of the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC). It was a public program aimed at unemployed young men from cities to work on rural projects supervised by Departments of Agriculture. It passed the Congress in 31st of March. Its goal was to preserve the national resources and environment of the country (mainly the forests) and to help the unemployed. Its projects included building roads, planting trees, fighting fires, erecting fire towers, making reservoirs and fish ponds, checking dams and many of other.

It was a brilliant idea reviving the economy and the nature of USA. It partly solved one of the biggest problems of depression namely unemployment. In its most productive years it employed more than 500 000 people including veterans and American Indians. Between
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1933 and 1941 over 3,000,000 men served in the CCC. CCC became the largest employer in the country.\(^72\) It again boosted many people’s morale by regained ability to work. Dole would only prolong the problem of unemployment, and Roosevelt was aware of it therefore he didn’t support it. It was very popular in public, because CCC participated in helping people during floods, fires etc. It’s another brilliant quality was environmental. As there are so many natural assets in US, which couldn’t been cultivated at all, CCC workers helped to preserve them clean and sound. It also educated the young boys from cities who never worked in the nature or saw the nature. It was a preparation for their future life and it taught them how to work and take care of themselves. It was definitely one of the most innovative and useful of New Deals programs. Even Roosevelt said in 1934 that “it has probably been the most successful of anything we have done. There is not a word of complaint – rap on wood.”\(^73\)

4.5 Tennessee Valley Authority

One of the most deprived regions in US was in the South, region called Tennessee Valley. The agricultural land was devastated by “intensive, careless farming and eroded by droughts, wind and flood.”\(^74\) Therefore president took the instantaneous interest in the matter of helping farmers and their land. On May 18, 1933 FDR signed the Tennessee Valley Authority Act (TVA).

It was aimed at improving navigability on the Tennessee River, controlling a flood, planning reforestation, the improvement of marginal farm lands and malaria prevention.\(^75\) Nevertheless, it wasn’t the idea of Roosevelt himself, senator Norris of Nebraska tried introduce the idea of federal control over the area but failed due to the republicans obstructions.\(^76\) It was again the Roosevelt whose change to the government policies helped to maintain a control over the area and introduced modern agricultural techniques for farmers. FDR again enforced his belief in government intervention into the matters of providing help. It was one of the most innovative and plotted New Deal program. TVA later helped to supply electric power to the region, in which only 10% of people have this

\(^73\) Ibid., 340.
\(^74\) Ibid., 340.
advantage contrary to 90% in urban areas.\textsuperscript{77} The electric power made farms more productive and drew industries into the region, providing new job opportunities. TVA helped farmers to use new and more effective methods of farming such as developing a fertilizers and improving crop yields. It also taught them how to replant forests, control forest fires, and improve habitat for wildlife and fish.\textsuperscript{78} The goal of a program offered more than providing physical resources. It was also a humanitarian project which was to completely rebuild life in the south. Roosevelt planned out every particular detail. He said “It is possible for us to develop small industries, where the people can produce what they use, and where they can use what they produce, we can absorb a lot of this unemployment and give population sound footing on which it can live.”\textsuperscript{79}

4.6 Agricultural adjustment act

One of the most crucial challenges standing before the Roosevelt was saving the Agriculture. It was in desolated state. In the three previous years incomes of farms dropped by 60%. It accounted for 30% of American workforce.\textsuperscript{80} Farmers were desperate. In Iowa and Nebraska farmers were protesting and on strike.\textsuperscript{81}

Many believed that success or fall of New Deal depended on its farm program.\textsuperscript{82} Agricultural Adjustment Act goal was to reduce the amounts of farm production and consequently raise the price of crops. Farmers were paid subsidies to destroy their crops by federal government which was controlled by Agricultural Adjustment administration. For plowing up 10 million acres of cotton, farmers got over 100 million dollars in benefits.\textsuperscript{83} It was an attempt to gain a control over farm production and to restore the prosperity of agriculture.

Some of its methods were rather controversial and sometimes unethical. The surplus in the hog market was resolved by slaughtering over 6 million piglets while only 1 million was salvaged to poor families and the rest was thrown away. It didn’t take into
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consideration the lives of poor black farmers. It contributed to the mass migration of black farmers who were forced off the land to the peripheries of the big cities in the north.  

For all the criticism of this legislation, AAA generated a little success. The net farm income increased from 2 billion from 1932 to 4.6 billion in 1939. However in 6 years government spent more than 4.5 billion on direct payments for farmers which burdened the national budget. 
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5 ANALYSIS OF BARACK OBAMA FIRST 100 DAYS"

He started his presidency as one of the most popular presidents, with 78% support by nation. His position was one of the hardest since FDR. He faced economic downturn connected with banking collapse, two wars which USA was fighting overseas and he was to improve US foreign relations which were damaged in the world and on the top of that he wanted to introduce his controversial health care reform. The legislative activity of the new president couldn’t be denied. He signed more bills than any of his predecessors since FDR. However the effectiveness wasn’t always achieved.

Obama at the beginning of his presidency was stressing the need for immediate action the same way as his predecessor almost 80 years ago. Particularly he pointed out a serious problem of growing unemployment and poverty. It is obvious that it is impossible to revive American economy in just a hundred days. That’s why he wanted to set his plans to revive economy in motion as fast as possible. He was elected to the White House to help the America out of a crisis so he had to take some steps. He was even warned by economist, that if he won’t act immediately, millions of jobs will be lost. He believed that because the private sector is weakened by recession, it is a government responsibility to bring the economy back to life. American Recovery and Reinvestment Act was supposed to bring needed recovery. It should had save or create 4 million jobs during the next two years, secure the unemployment benefits and tax relief, and promote customer spending among the others.

5.1 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act

$787 billion economic stimulus package was signed into law by president Obama on February 17, 2009 only four weeks after his inauguration. The awaited impact on economy wasn’t expected to appear in next months rather in the distant future, it was a two-year plan.
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The efficiency of the Recovery Act is not as high as was planned and promised by Obama and his advisors. It promised to drop the unemployment level below 8%. However in July, unemployment hit 9.5%, which was highest level it reached since 1983. \(^91\) Jobs represent the most important part in economy. When people can’t work, they don’t have money to spend and thus it leads to more jobs get lost. In January 3 to 4 million jobs were promised to be created or saved. After more than 100 days of Obama administration and 3 month of Stimulus package in work, no more than 150,000 jobs were created or saved, though more jobs were in fact saved than created. If this rate would continue, there would be on 1,200,000 new jobs after 2 years, which is far cry from 4 millions.

Mayor part of stimulus money went to tax cuts. It provided a tax cuts to states, workers and families. 95% of working families should have received 1000 dollars to promote spending. \(^92\) These reliefs could have impelled people to spend their money and as a result increase demand and consequently revive the production and economy in general. But the results were again different from the promised one. According to the poll, only 12% of Americans think taxes decreased during one year of Obama’s presidency. \(^93\) If there would be such a major tax cuts to most of the families, wouldn’t be the numbers little higher than they are? In reality the tax cuts promised by Obama were not achieved. Most of the households received only about 70 dollars more each month than usual.

Large part of the stimulus was spent into infrastructure, health care and ecology. In fields of infrastructure it invested into roads, railways and government facilities such as police and fire stations. $9.3 billion was spent on building highways all around the US. This investment created considerably good number of working opportunities, 260,000 new jobs were expected. \(^94\) Obama’s administration invented innovative plan how to inform tax payers about their money. Special government website was set up for citizens so that they
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could check on what are their tax money used for. Another part of the package was benefits for unemployed. 43 billion dollars was given only for increasing the unemployment benefits and job training. 95

“Road towards the energy independence”. In these words Obama introduced the part of the Recovery package which was invested into developing alternative energy technologies such as solar power, wind power and advanced bio fuels. It should have doubled the amount of the supply of renewable energy in three years

The stimulus package divided a political scene in US. While Democrats thinks it helped to reduce unemployment, Republicans claim it only worsened the budget deficit. Democrats argued that thanks to the Stimulus, the American economy was again increasing by 5,7% by the end of 2009.

It also separated the economists in a matter of effectiveness of the bill. According to American Nobel Price for Economy winner Paul Krugman, “it helped economy but wasn’t ambitious and big enough” he noted. 96 He thinks that another stimulus bill might help to solve things. “The saving of jobs is more important than cutting budget deficit” he added. On the other hand, there is economist from the Harvard University Jeffrey Miron. He thinks that politics of low interest rates would resuscitate economy more than a government spending. There are beliefs that economy can revive itself after some time and that it doesn’t need the government intervention which creates only uncertainty.

Some liberal economists think that the stimulus package wasn’t big enough and that another big infusion is needed in order to provide stability. On the other side of political spectrum the conservative-leaning economists think the difference. They think it was wasteful, ineffectual and added to the national budget deficit. 97 “It's ridiculous. It won't work. It won't stimulate,” said John Seater, an economics professor at North Carolina State

University. “Any kind of spending will stimulate the sector of the economy where the money is spent, but I don't know that these industries are depressed.”

After 9 months of stimulus in process quarter of money was gone.

5.2 Housing Plan

The initial cause of the financial crisis occurred at the mortgage market. As much as 9 million people struggled to pay their mortgages, and one in 10 home mortgages was either delinquent or in foreclosure. To overcome a Recession, the initial cause of it had to be removed. “The home mortgage crisis, the financial crisis and this broader economic crisis are all interconnected, and we can’t successfully address any of them without addressing them all” president said. After signing $787 billion stimulus package Obama introduced a new housing plan in order to help the struggling homeowners. $275 billion was set aside by government to help homeowners to refinance their mortgages and basically to prevent foreclosure and keep people’s homes. Another 75 billion was paid to mortgage companies to persuade them to modify the loans terms which appeared to be unattainable for many homeowners. In this attempt to modify loan terms government offered $1,000 for every modified loan.

This plan had several problems. The biggest one was that the final decision on foreclosure was still on lender who could decide whether it is more profitable to accept government payment or to go with foreclosure. Another big drawback was that it could help only to those homeowners whose house is no more than 5 percent above the current market value. This plan discriminated those fair and responsible homeowners who were paying their mortgage by rules and in time in favor of irresponsible people who miscalculated their income and bought houses which they couldn’t afford.

---
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5.3 Trouble Asset Relief Program

One of the reactions of the Bush administration to the expanding financial crisis was launching the Trouble Asset Relief Program (TARP) in late 2008. The US treasury was allowed to buy up to 700 billion of so called “toxic” assets from qualifying banks.\(^{102}\) Its main intention was to strengthen financial institutions, market stability and situation on a financial market which was place where first problems occurred. In other words, people lost the confidence in banks which were holding these toxic assets. The first $350 billion was spent in the November 2008 on capital injections into the banks. This program faced lot of criticism, concerning credible use of taxpayer money and overall purpose of the program. Despite of that Obama decided to request second part of the fund in January and implemented it during his first hundred days in the office. He proclaimed “even though it is very controversial program, it is absolutely necessary”\(^{103}\).

Obama’s goal was to rebrand the program radically which would include more control over the taxpayer money and alternative use of this money to help small businesses, municipalities and to prevent foreclosures.\(^{104}\) On March 23, US treasury Secretary announced Public-Private Investment Program (PPIP), which was an offshoot of TARP. The principle was simple. The money was provided to private investors who bought toxic assets from balance sheets of banks.\(^{105}\) This should have led consequently to extend new credit to households and businesses and stabilize a banking sector. In June 2009, after just 3 months from launching the program, Legacy Loan Program which was one part of the PPIP wasn’t working. It was announced that banks won’t sell of their toxic assets and program must be renewed.\(^{106}\)

This program was subjected lot of criticism much like the first part of it. Economist Paul Krugman thinks that it could lead to a hidden subsidy for bankers, asset managers and creditors. The treasury didn’t press the banks to participate in this program. "So far, the
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main investment banks have not significantly participated in PPIP at this point,” said senior counsel at Baker & McKenzie LLP, Mr. Jakubik. The sufficient regulation of PPIP funds was also questioned.\(^\text{107}\)

A little sign of prosperity is that some banks are paying back the fund money. By the end of the March 2010 government of United States already gained 10,5 billion from the companies funded by TARP program.\(^\text{108}\)

### 5.4 First hundred days comparison

Both presidents were pushed in their first hundred days by critical economic conditions they were facing and urgency to take some steps to resolve the problems. That is why, their legislative programs were often created without detailed planning or considering the future consequences and therefore wasn’t always flawless. When speaking to the Recover Advisory Board about the Recovery Act Obama noted “The bill isn’t perfect, but it is absolutely necessary”.\(^\text{109}\) The economic conditions faced by Obama were so poor that media and public were expecting similar progressive politics as FDR during his first hundred days. The expectations were so high that some people regarded him as a savior for the country. "Whatever he accomplishes will be below the extraordinary expectations that people have for him" said William Keylor, a history professor at Boston University.\(^\text{110}\)

FDR was facing the economic crisis much larger than Obama did. On the other hand, Obama had to deal not only with domestic economic downturn but also with foreign policies including two wars America was leading abroad. Both of them as democrats entered the office after the republican presidents, which were not very successful. They had to sort of clean up some mistakes made by their predecessors. The FDR managed to bring innovative look at the federal politics. He adopted the idea of government intervention into weakened economy and took the responsibility on himself to help the nation. Obama was
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proceeding similarly with that difference he more implemented the government bailouts of weakened organizations.

Roosevelt’s methods were more innovative and creative and sometimes radical. He found work for unemployed people in CCC, he ordered the farmers to destroy their crops to restore the stability on the market. On the other hand Obama seemed to lack certain creativity in developing his reforms. He employed only the method of government bailouts for toxic banks and other institutions and social securities for unemployed which only put these issues off rather than figure these problems out totally. Federal bailout for private institutions won’t solve the problems of the company, it only keeps it alive. Eventually when provided funds overdraw, the initial problem will emerge again. Apart from that, the funds could be also misused by unrighteous business executives.

In matter of solving one of the most critical problems of crisis, the unemployment there is also one common attribute. FDR came up with CCC, whose workers worked on the rebuilding the nation’s infrastructure and preserving its nature. Obama’s Stimulus Package goal was to create and provide Americans jobs which “needed to be done, in critical areas that have been neglected” according to him. These positions included rebuilding roads and bridges, fixing schools and repairing dangerous deficient dams also in order to prevent another catastrophe as Hurricane Katrina was. 111 The difference is that New Deal programs such as CCC were sponsored and supervised by federal government while the jobs created by Obama’s administration by 90% are private sector jobs. 112

Their attitude towards solving banking crisis was different. In this matter Roosevelt’s plan was much more sophisticated. He closed all the banks to give them a time to reorganize and to inspect the financially unstable institutions and reopen the steady ones. On the other hand Obama decided to help all the banks even the unstable and failing unhealthy banks by buying off their bad assets which didn’t always work and efficiency was generally low. Even though FDR took more radical approach towards this issue, it was more effective.

FDR first hundred days become a milestone of US presidency. The reasons for that are not only the tremendous activity and endeavor for helping the economy. FDR helped people to realize that he’s the right leader capable of bringing back the prosperity and to

111 See Thomas, Obama’s First 100 Days, 109,111.
solve their problems. His public popularity made a contribution to his policies by giving him the full support from the nation and Congress. Obama’s popularity was also distinct, particularly during his campaign which reached many people thanks to its assurances and promises and Obama’s charisma and ability to orate. The first hundred days was then return to reality when Obama found out that it’s not that easy to fulfill his plans and promises. The reforms formed by his cabinet were often ill-considered and justifiably criticized by Republicans and economic experts.

\textsuperscript{112} Ibid., 128.
6 IMPACTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS OF FDR’S FIRST 100 DAYS

6.1 Effects of FDR’s 100 days

From a first hundred days point of view New deal generated a success. In contrast to the inactive Hoover’s cabinet, FDR was more determined to help his country and was more successful than his predecessor. USA was so depressed in 1930s that some historians remarked that Roosevelt saved country from revolution. Roosevelt’s administration quickly reacted to troubled issues of its times as agriculture and banking sector and brought the immediate relief. It implemented lost confidence of people in the banking system and politics after Hoover’s presidency. It created working opportunities for unemployed young people.

After the striking first hundred days it seemed that America was on a way to recovery. Some of the New Deal programs had effect mainly in the long-run. In fact, the institutions created by FDR, such as TVA remained the pillar of economic stability according to Paul Krugman. America’s Gross National Product was $80 billion in 1928, in 1933 it was $45 billion and in 1939 $65 billion. Private investment in industry rose from 2 billion in 1933 to 10 billion in 1939. From 15 million unemployed in 1933, there left 9.2 million in 1939. All these figures demonstrates that New Deal policies which started during the first days of Roosevelt’s presidency had some effects on economy but didn’t led the country out of economic depression completely. Over 9 million unemployed in 1939 proves that New Deal programs weren’t planned to the distant future, rather it was aimed at immediate relief as FDR called it. Because the economic problems weren’t completely eliminated in 1933 but only suppressed by government’s economic intervention, it was possible that they will emerge again later during the Roosevelt presidency. This has confirmed during the 1937 Recession where unemployment after a period of growth backed up to 19%.
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6.2 Criticism of the New Deal

There were many critics of Roosevelt’s New Deal. Some of them came from left, some of them from right and some were his former colleagues, co-workers and supporters. Typical example of last group of critics was the Democratic senator from Louisiana Huey Long. Firstly he favoured Roosevelt as a Democratic Nominee, but after FDR launched his Banking legislatives he started to oppose him. Because of Roosevelt policies the split in Democratic party became apparent. Most of the conservative democrats opposed Roosevelt policies and another presidential nomination. They believed that New Deal was against the historical purpose of the Democratic party. Democratic senator Thomas of Colorado said “If Roosevelt is a Democrat, I am not and never was.”

Since Roosevelt came from a rich family, he was regarded to be a member of high class. One of the measures to gain finances for his New Deal plan was cutting the taxes for the rich. The rich people therefore believed that he betrayed his own social class.

New Deal legislative often faced the problem of being proclaimed unconstitutional by Supreme Court. This related the matter of states and federal laws. Supreme Court blamed Roosevelt for imposing the federal legislation into the states. In 1936 AAA was declared unconstitutional by Supreme Court in a matter of processing the taxes to farmers.

Roosevelt often didn´t accept the advices given to him by economists and financial experts and was skeptical towards the “laws” of economy. Once he stated: “We must lay hold of the fact that economic laws are not made by nature, they are made by human beings”.
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The agricultural problem also wasn’t solved by New Deal. Crop reduction and loans couldn’t eliminate surplus and overproduction nor did it worked out the problem of too many farmers living on the land.\(^{125}\)

FDR is often criticized for implementing too much government effort during his first Hundred Days. However it was his responsibility to take action to help the economy. There were 17 million unemployed people in a nation of 125 million people and there were no federal benefits for them.\(^{126}\) His predecessor at White House Herbert Hoover maintained the idea of self help, in other words he did almost nothing to stop the Depression. The result was however scary. During Hoover’s presidency Depression deepened and worsened in a radical way and become world wide spread. Roosevelt was elected to change political methods and attempt to save butchered economy. To resolve such a complicated matter he had to come up with different solutions and legislatives which of course wasn’t popular among the politicians and individual states. As there was no similar situation in US history, Roosevelt had to experiment in passing different kinds of bills although he didn’t know much about the economic principles.

\(^{125}\) See Badger, *The New Deal*, 299.
7 IMPACTS AND CRITICISM OF OBAMA´S FIRST 100 DAYS

7.1 Effects of Obama´s 100 days

Obama tried to disregard the significance of the first hundred days in office created by media for a simple reason. His policies couldn’t make noticeable effects in such a short time. When giving a speech after his first hundred days passed he said ”There's also an impatience that characterizes Washington, that insists on instant gratification in the form of immediate results or higher poll numbers”.

Nevertheless Americans still viewed him as a competent and right president when he reached this time period. At the end of his 100 days period, as much as 63% of Americans approved his president job handling according to research. It’s the highest approval of first hundred days since president Reagan in 1981 who had 67%. In a matter of economy, 60% Americans approved the way Obama was handling this issue, which was relatively higher than other issues like health care reform, or tax policies (both 50%). On the other hand American public realized that the changes are coming slow or needs more time for showing a real effects. 50% thought that his economical reforms either didn’t create effect so far or it’s too early to tell. The considerably high support from public gave him a good start to the future presidency.

However the first hundred days are just a media popularized method how to measure newly elected president. It’s not relevant factor in measuring the presidency as a whole, which is the case of Obama himself. He suffered the largest decline of his job approval since any other preceding president. After a year in the office, only 48% Americans approved his presidency.

Obama´s administration managed to create many legislative actions and pass it through the Congress despite the Republican Party disapprovals. It launched a huge 787 billion Recovery Act which created new job opportunities and invested widely into infrastructure


and education. His 275 billion housing plan helped lots of people from foreclosures. Nevertheless these are only the positive sides of these bills which also had its drawbacks in particular the massive deepening of the national budget deficit.

### 7.2 Criticism of Obama’s 100 days

Critics of Obama’s recovery legislation’s were pointing out that it created only limited number of jobs and despite the big amount of money it wasn’t as effective. Obama defended himself by saying "The Recovery Act was not designed to work in four months -- it was designed to work over two years."\(^{130}\)

One of the challenges Obama faced before taking the office was reducing the national budget deficit. The government spending and economic reforms of Barack Obama yet created the record-breaking national budget deficit. Because of massive government intervention to the national economy budget deficit hit a 1.42 trillion.\(^{131}\) This number answers only for fiscal year 2009, not including expensive health care reform planned for upcoming years. Yet it needs to be said Bush’s administration contributed to this number as well. After not very successful program TARP, Obama shouldn’t had continue to encumber budget deficit with another part of the program which was very unpopular and confusing for most of the nation. Historically highest government spending into economy in US history, namely the ARRA, also wasn’t as effective as promised.

All in all, the promised recovery was coming slow. Despite the huge stimulus bill, unemployment was still rising after the period of first hundred days. Two million more jobs were lost since the signature of the Recovery Act. Obama made excuses that the Recession turned out to be worse than he predicted in January and that his policies need more time to be more efficient.\(^{132}\)

---


8 CONCLUSION

The financial crisis is often discussed topic nowadays. Most importantly because it affects everyone. The goal of this bachelor thesis was to provide comparison between historic situation and today’s situation and how two most important characters of the times were dealing with the difficult conditions and to what extent was theirs actions similar and on the other hand different. The writer of the thesis wanted to discover if it is appropriate to measure today’s American president and his conditions with his famous predecessor and whether it’s possible to learn a lesson from history and apply it for today’s world.

First of all, the situation of the Great Depression was much more serious than today. The comparison therefore cannot be fully neutral. As FDR faced the greatest crisis in US history and concentrated fully on that, Obama was occupied by other serious topics apart from domestic economic downturn, such as foreign policy, health care reform, wars overseas etc.

Even if FDR was the most active president during his first hundred days and because of him this benchmark is applied on all of his successors in White House, Obama can be measured with him at least at the lawmaking activity. However Roosevelt legislations were more miscellaneous and the money spent by him was used much more effectively, whereas Obama used up the money sometimes carelessly and without effect.

The first hundred days is not accurate at all and it is completely misleading to determine the successful president. Mainly because, it is a short time to change something. The effects of the legislation passed by both presidents in the first hundred days needed more time to show itself. They both implemented a series of legislation focused on boosting the economy in the long term. The comparison of effectiveness of these programs can’t be compared thoroughly yet because in the Obama case, the effect is coming more slowly. Roosevelt was therefore more successful in removing the biggest problems and securing the initial relief. Roosevelt secured the confidence in the nation during his first hundred days, which was the basis for his initial success. Obama so far has not achieved similar accomplishment, and it will be very hard for him. The first hundred days benchmark is according to historians “critical window into the character of his
administration," and “it is too short a period of time to draw meaningful conclusions.”

Another evidence of inaccuracy of the first hundred days, is both presidents later presidency. The long awaited impact, in matter of full economic recovery didn’t come neither during FDR first hundred days nor during his long term presidency. The World War II ended the Depression, by creating war production and by sending thousands of men to war. After the winning election of 1936, FDR administration cut spending and raised taxes which led to rapid increase of unemployment and start of a new crisis within the old one. Obama’s popularity after relatively successful first months in the office, radically dropped. Only a time will show whether Obama will be more successful in solving economic crisis and avoiding potential dangers arising from it. As The great Depression led to World War II, the similar situation should be avoided nowadays because of institutions like a European Union and International Monetary Fund which are trying to cooperate globally to solve the economic problems of the world.

Sometimes the economic problems lie far beyond economy itself. Tomáš Baťa once said during the Great Depression in 1932 “I don’t believe that the crisis starts by itself. What we call economic depression is another word for moral decline. The moral decline is a cause, economic crisis is a consequence.”

---
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